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More in-depth learning labs, an ambassador program for first-timers and networking stations
placed strategically around the exhibit hall are just three of the best practices adopted by
the associations represented here (l-r): Tavia Cummings, American Association of
Community Colleges; David Nershi, Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology;
and Tricia Fleisher Willhide, National Association of Community Health Centers.
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Read on for additional ways these and other organizations are making the
meeting experience more valuable and memorable.
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Help in Planning Your Wi-Fi Network
continued from page 24

and requirements of limited-duration
events.
Other hallmarks of good network
providers: The company’s experience
with events of a similar size and technical scope is important. Ask for referrals.
The expertise of the personnel — specifically network engineers — is critical. You would never ask your plumber
to paint your house. Don’t assume that
an audio/visual technician who can
plug in a router is trained in network
engineering.
Planners should ask about professional certifications held by each
network engineer. The Computing Technology Industry Association
(CompTIA) issues such educational
certifications for network engineering as A+, CASP and Network+. Certified Wireless Network Professional
(CWNP) is another vendor-neutral
certifying body that issues CWNA,
CWNE and CWSP certifications. If
your network team plans to operate
equipment from Cisco, HP, MikroTik,
or Xirrus, ask if they carry manufacturer-specific certifications.
In addition to certifications, consultants should be able to guarantee their

work by providing a written servicelevel agreement. They should monitor
social networking sites like Twitter during your event and be able to quickly
resolve network-related issues voiced
by your attendees. Make sure you receive daily updates of usage and access
to issues and resolutions as they happen.
And finally, you should request a postevent usage report to help with future
planning.
Cost. Depending on how you use
your network consultant, you can expect to pay an hourly fee or receive a bid
to provide the network for your entire
event. A bid will generally include three
basic components:
■ Bandwidth. Contracting with a local
provider to bring a circuit into the
building or purchasing bandwidth from
the venue. (You may need more than
one circuit for redundancy.)
■ Labor. Network engineers to design,
set up and manage the network, run
Ethernet drops and provide on-site
technical support.
■ Equipment Rental. Wireless access
points or arrays, routers, switches, load
balancers, servers and Ethernet cabling.
In addition to the network consul-

tant’s service, your venue may try to
charge for drayage, electrical, crossconnections, telecom closet access and
other surcharges (to make up for lost
revenue when the in-house supplier is
not utilized). Some venues even charge
a hefty fee to disable their own network
to ensure it does not interfere with your
consultant’s equipment.
Your consultant should be competent in soliciting your venue’s unpublished price list and negotiating
to reduce or remove these fees. You
have the right to review in advance all
costs for Internet-related services from
your consultant and your venue. There
should be no surprises.
Whether your motivation is a higher
quality network, ensuring a competitive price or some combination of both,
make sure you negotiate with your
venue early to remove the Internet exclusivity contract clause and any associated surcharges. With your newfound
negotiating leverage (and your network
consultant), you can be confident making an informed decision about your
event’s use of Wi-Fi and Internet connectivity. ■

Cultural Barriers in Digital Communication
continued from page 22
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enable a quick response to any censorship activities. And it’s important not to
link to any websites banned in China,
such as Facebook or YouTube. The
Chinese market uses other social networking sites, so if you plan to use social
media to generate interest in your international meeting, do your homework,
and don’t assume that what works in the
United States will work there.
With social networking sites helping

to promote and build our brands, using them to share our accomplishments
and information during international
meetings can be useful for delegate
engagement. However, there are considerations even here. Remember the
language barrier issues. Before diving
into a social media discussion, fast forward to how attendees may react. With
language shortened, abbreviated or
spelled incorrectly, foreign viewers may

get completely lost. Help them along by
clearly explaining everything or providing a summary.
While all this might seem as though
it’s too much of an effort, a balance
of compromise, patience and a bit of
cultural research will help you properly manage digital communication and
help you reap successful results for your
meeting and event. ■

